Deep Pullout Cabinet CAB20D/FCAB20D with Flip Door

Think of it as a
CAB20 or FDCAB20
With a 3-Inch Rear Extension
We took our CAB20 body and added
a rear extension to accommodate
large equipment and related wiring.
The extended rear push-out in the
CAB20D or the flip-door version
provides extra depth for extra large
AV equipment or computer CPU's, yet
it will still stack and configure
seamlessly with other Can-Am
modular cabinets. 22 inches of depth
in the Flip-door model FCAB20D. A
bit more in the open model CAB20D.
Shown above with our optional
stationary shelf, ASHELF. The shelf
rests on the protruding levelers,
making the base level with the front lip
of the cabinet and the rear extension.
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The rear extension is recessed in from the top, bottom and sides to accept tops, stack, and
line up with other modules without looking different. The main cabinet body is identical.
FEATURES
- Deep rear extension to accommodate large CPU's and electronics with associated wiring
- Series of slots accepts shelves and up to six mini drawers
- Three wire way cutouts at the bottom of the extension allow the cabinet to sit against a wall
- Extension is recessed in from the top, bottom and sides to accept tops and to stack and to
line up with other modules seamlessly. You would not readily notice the extension in a configuration.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 45 lb (60 lb as FCAB20D)
Cabinet Dim.: 37.75" W x 20.5" H x 23" D
CAB20D Inside : 35.75" W x 18.5" H x 22-23" D
FCAB20D Inside : 35.75" W x 17.5" H x 22" D
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat
Lock: Available as an option for FCAB20D

The cabinet features 3 wire-ways at
the bottom of the extension, allowing
it to be placed right up against a wall.

OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPS / PULLOUT SHELF / STATIONARY SHELF / MINI DRAWER
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